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The senior secured loan market began 2019 on a strong note as December’s technical selling pressure 
abated and asset class fundamentals came back into focus. Loans entirely retraced December’s losses 
as prices staged a rapid recovery in the opening days of January, contributing to a 2.55% monthly 
return.1 Investor sentiment improved markedly in the first weeks of the year following the Fed’s pivot to 
a more accommodative monetary posture, apparent progress in US-China trade negotiations, and a 
positive start to earnings season. Reduced risk that the Fed might hasten a recession by raising interest 
rates too quickly, combined with new evidence that the economy and corporate earnings remain 
fundamentally healthy created a tailwind for loans that supplanted the technical weakness which had 
dragged prices lower at the end of 2018.

Outflows continued in January, however the milder pace of retail withdrawals and green shoots of 
renewed CLO issuance helped stabilize the market technical. With CLO asset spreads widening more 
than liability spreads at the end of 2018, the improved economics of CLO formation prompted some 
managers to begin coming off the sidelines by month end as the loan market rallied. Meanwhile, new 
issue supply remained limited in January as the pipeline of new deals only started building towards the 
end of the month. 

Despite the price rally, the percentage of loans trading above par remained under 1% at the end of 
January. Roughly half of the market was trading within two points of par by the end of the month, 
compared with just 10% at the end of December.1 Recall that December’s price weakness was driven 
more by technical factors than by fundamental credit concerns, which caused the larger, more liquid 
and higher quality names to underperform the broad market. This dynamic reversed in January, 
causing the largest 100 loans to outperform the broader loan market by 101 basis points.2 From a 
quality perspective, “BBs” (3.13%) outperformed “Bs” (2.44%) and “CCCs” (1.07%) during the month.2 
The average price in the loan market was $96.08 at the end of January.3 At the current average 
price, senior secured loans are providing a 7.56% yield inclusive of the forward LIBOR curve.3



Fundamentals
• PMI’s remained muted relative to 2018’s highs; however, they – along with robust labor market data

– continued to indicate moderate economic growth. The first estimate of Q4 GDP was delayed due 
to the federal government shutdown.

• The trailing 12 month default rate declined to 1.43%2 in January with just one new default during 
the month by API Heat Transfer. 

Technicals
• Minimal levels of new issuance and a slowdown in outflows contributed to a more supportive

technical dynamic.
• Gross CLO volume was just $6.9 billion in January, with $5.1 billion of issuance net of resets and

refinancings.4

• Retail mutual funds and ETFs reported continued outflows of $3.7 billion4 during the month.
• New issuance volume was $14.0 billion in January, up slightly from the prior month. The slow

issuance was partly due to an overhang of issuer caution from December, and partly seasonal.
Excluding refinancing and repricing activity, net issuance was $8.2 billion.4

Relative value/market opportunity
Fixed rate credit delivered strong returns in January, with high yield (4.59%) outperforming loans and 
investment grade (2.09%) underperforming loans.5 Similar to other risk assets, high yield benefitted 
from the Fed’s indication that rate hikes are on pause, a development which helped attract $4.0 billion4 
of retail inflows into the asset class during the month. While the outlook for static interest rates is 
clearly a positive for relatively longer duration high yield bonds, it does not imply a negative outlook 
for loans. Although coupon accretion from base rate increases is expected to slow relative to 2018 
when rates were rising, loans continue to offer a compelling high return / lower volatility opportunity 
for investors who are wary of the maturation of the US economic growth cycle. Loan yields, inclusive of 
the forward LIBOR curve, continue to best those of high yield bonds despite the comparative stability 
of lending on a senior secured basis. As illustrated throughout a volatile 2018 for risk assets, loans’ 
senior secured status stabilized the asset class in the face of higher market volatility, enabling loans to 
decouple from broader credit markets to a degree. The defensive positioning within issuers’ capital 
structures has served investors well historically from a risk adjusted return perspective and should 
continue to insulate the asset class from volatility that may arise in 2019. 

The spread differential between US high yield bonds and US leveraged loans remains tight

• Leveraged Loans vs High Yield Bonds • Average
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Source: JP Morgan Leveraged Loan Index and JP Morgan US High Yield Bond Index as of Jan. 31, 2019.



Loans offered investors a high level of current income with short duration

• Market yield (%) • Duration (years)
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Source: Bloomberg L.P., Barclays, JP Morgan, and S&P LCD as of Jan. 31, 2019. Past performance is not a guarantee of 
future results. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.

Relative yield

$ Price Yield to worst (%) Spread to worst At forward Libor Duration (years)
5 Year Treasuries 100-09 2.44 — — 4.66
10 Year Treasuries 104-08 2.63 — — 8.35
Bloomberg Barclays US Agg Index 100.95 3.15 T + 0.59 — 5.86
Bloomberg Barclays IG Index 101.44 3.83 T + 1.21 — 7.00
JPM US HY Bond Index 97.34 7.23 T + 4.73 — 3.90
S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index 96.08 L + 4.75 T + 5.12 7.56% 0.25

Source: S&P LCD, Barclays, JP Morgan and Bloomberg L.P. as of Jan. 31, 2019. Loan “spread to worst” and “at forward Libor” 
incorporate LIBOR forward curve as of Jan. 31, 2019.

1 S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index as of Jan. 31, 2019.
2 S&P LCD as of Jan. 31, 2019.
3 S&P LCD and Invesco as of Jan. 31, 2019.
4 JP Morgan as of Jan. 31, 2019.
5  S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index and Bloomberg as of Jan. 31, 2019. High yield represented by BAML US High Yield Index; 

investment grade represented by the BAML Investment Grade Index.



Important information

All data provided by Invesco unless otherwise noted. All data is US dollar and as of Jan. 31, 2019, unless otherwise noted. By accepting this 
document, you consent to communicate with us in English, unless you inform us otherwise.

This document is marketing material and is not intended as a recommendation to invest in any particular asset class, security or strategy. 
Regulatory requirements that require impartiality of investment/investment strategy recommendations are therefore not applicable nor are 
any prohibitions to trade before publication. The information provided is for illustrative purposes only, it should not be relied upon as 
recommendations to buy or sell financial instruments.

This document has been prepared only for those persons to whom Invesco has provided it for informational purposes only. This document is 
not an offering of a financial product and is not intended for and should not be distributed to retail clients who are resident in jurisdiction where 
its distribution is not authorized or is unlawful. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this document to any person 
without the consent of Invesco is prohibited. 

This document may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are "forward-looking statements," which are based on 
certain assumptions of future events. Forward-looking statements are based on information available on the date hereof, and Invesco does not 
assume any duty to update any forward-looking statement. Actual events may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance that 
forward-looking statements, including any projected returns, will materialize or that actual market conditions and/or performance results will 
not be materially different or worse than those presented. 

The information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any investor’s investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs. Before acting on the information the investor should consider its appropriateness having regard to their investment 
objectives, financial situation and needs.

You should note that this information:

• may contain references to amounts which are not in local currencies;
• may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with the laws or practices of your country of residence;
• may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency denominated investments; and
• does not address local tax issues.

All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Investment involves 
risk. Please review all financial material carefully before investing. The opinions expressed are based on current market conditions and are 
subject to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals. 

The distribution and offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this marketing 
material may come are required to inform themselves about and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not constitute an offer or 
solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer 
or solicitation. 




